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Abstract
Title: On Phase Change Material Heat Exchangers: A Computational and Experimental
Investigation
Author: Christian Omar Rodriguez Dieppa
Advisor: Razvan Rusovici, Ph. D.

The emergence of ground- and airborne-based high energy laser (HEL) weapon systems
has created a need for high-rate thermal energy storage (TES) devices that meet demanding
size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements for integration into the HEL thermal
management system (TMS). Current and near-term HEL weapon systems produce thermal
loads on the order of 30-300 kW when emitting, and approximately 5-10% of the peak load
when in a non-emitting standby state. Emission to standby duty cycles of 10-50% are
common, and therefore, sizing the TMS for real-time rejection of the peak thermal load is
not practical. Accordingly, TES components can provide significant benefit to the TMS by
storing thermal energy during emission and rejecting the stored energy during standby
through a TMS sized for the time-averaged thermal load. To make TES devices practical
for this application, gravimetric and volumetric storage densities greater than 150 kJ/kg
and 150 MJ/m3, respectively, are required, while achieving storage rates equivalent to the
peak HEL thermal load. In light of these requirements, researchers have looked to phase
change materials (PCMs) as a potential solution. This investigation explores various
architectures of phase change material heat exchangers (PCM-HX), and provides insights
on a design methodology that can significantly reduce their development time.
This work discusses major PCM-HX features and design principles regarding heat
spreading techniques and material property characterization. Furthermore, the heat and
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mass transport phenomena within PCM-HX’s is described within a mathematical
framework, and both steady state and transient calculations are presented. These
formulations allow the analytical and computational design of a PCM-HX to explore the
parametric impact of variables on performance and SWaP. Finally, a PCM-HX is
instrumented and experimentally evaluated to examine the aforementioned design tool.
Experimentally observed energy storage was within 5% of the computational predictions,
which is well within typical margins for a rapid design tool.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Motivation
Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) have been a recurring theme in science fiction literature
and cinema ever since H.G. Wells published the 'War of the Worlds' in 1898. The idea of a
'death ray' that can instantly destroy or burn a target at a distance retains its allure to this
very day. More than a century after Wells contrived his 'heat ray', the technology has
matured into real deployable weapon systems.
Some of the most advanced weapon technologies in the DEW category include High
Power Microwave (HPM) weapons and High Energy Laser (HEL) weapons. Indeed, the
Active Denial System developed by Raytheon stands as a mature demonstrator of HPM
technology. HEL weapons have also received government funding for the development of
current projects such as the High Energy Laser Mobile Demonstrator (HEL-MD) Army
program and High Energy Fiber Laser (HEFL) Navy program. All three of these examples
envision a mobile ground- or airborne-based platform, further highlighting the complexity
and extent of multi-disciplinary engineering development and integration. Mobile
integration of a DEW demands consideration of Size, Weight and Power (SWaP) on a
component and complete system basis.
While there are numerous subsystems that make up a complete DEW, the design and
integration of a Thermal Management System (TMS) is crucial to the viability and
performance of the DEW. Although there has been great advancement in laser technologies
to improve the power conversion efficiency from the early days of crystal rods, even the
current technologies have maximum efficiencies of forty percent (Coffey, 2014). The fact
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that the majority of electrical energy required to generate the laser must be ultimately
rejected as heat means that TMSs with cooling capacity on the order of tens to hundreds of
kilowatts are necessary. As will be described, this is not an easy feat considering SWaP
constraints for airborne and mobile applications. As recent as this year, NASA has
published solicitations for proposals targeting heat exchangers that utilize PCMs with heat
of fusions above 200 kJ/kg and mass distributions with 2/3 PCM and 1/3 structural mass –
leading to approximate 150 kJ/kg gravimetric storage density targets (NASA, 2015)
(NASA, 2016). Additionally, current solid state and fiber laser systems have specific
thermal constraints for the diodes and other components that require adherence within a
narrow temperature band during operation. In fact, the laser current and optical power are
strongly dependent on diode temperature, and diode manufacturers provide graphs (Figure
1) that detail the effect of increasing temperature on threshold current Ic and optical powerto-current slope (Hertsens, 2005). It can then be seen why the design of the TMS can have
such large implications as to the feasibility of a HEL system and ultimately its
performance. It is the purpose of this work to provide a comprehensive description of
TMSs for HEL systems and provide a design methodology for the PCM-HX component of
such systems.

Figure 1 – Temperature dependence of laser diode characteristic curve (Hertsens, 2005)

Problem Description
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To better frame the TMS options and highlight their corresponding advantages and
disadvantages, it is best to examine the typical operation, design constraints, and
requirements of HEL weapons. HEL weapons are expected to acquire and engage a
number of targets when detecting a threat. By nature, the system will be on a stand-by
operational mode until a single or multiple targets are detected. This stand-by mode
requires that the laser system’s optics, beam director, and other relevant components to be
powered and maintained at the desired temperature in preparation for the lasing event. It is
expected that lasing events will have an intermittent operation, rather than continuous
operation. This means that multiple lasing shot profiles, lasing durations, and duty cycles
must be considered in the transient performance envelope. As a result, some TMS
architectures may be specifically designed with a rechargeable Thermal Energy Storage
(TES) device for the purpose of temporarily absorbing the high rate heat during firing
mode and rejecting the heat at lower heat rates during longer stand-by mode and/or more
favorable ambient conditions. The TES device can take many forms, from simply utilizing
the sensible energy available in the working fluid and structural mass of the TMS
components and fluid conveyance, to a standalone PCM-TES that exchanges heat with the
working fluid directly or indirectly. A variety of these possible TMS options with major
components are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 – TMS schematics: (A) Single phase coolant with PCM-HX, (B) Single phase coolant
with PCM-HX and Refrigerant-HX with VCS, (C) Single phase coolant with integrated PCMRefrigerant-HX with VCS, and (D) Two-phase coolant with VCS.

Case (A) depicts a notional single phase coolant system that absorbs heat from the HEL,
pump, and heater, and continually rejects a partial load to ambient while storing the
remaining heat within the PCM-HX. A PCM-HX bypass allows control of heat rejection to
maintain a constant inlet HEL temperature. Note that for cases of PCM slurries or strictly
sensible heat storage, the TMS system may look similar to case (A), where the PCM-HX
would be replaced by a fluid coolant reservoir to mix incoming hot fluid and deliver a
constant temperature to the HEL. Since in this case the circulating fluid is the thermal
energy storage sink, there is no need for a heat exchanger structure as the fluid convection
within a reservoir can effectively mix and transfer the heat. It may be worth mentioning
that the elimination of a heat spreading structure in the case of single phase energy storage
is usually accompanied by an increase in external/support structure in comparison to latent
heat storage systems, especially for systems operating with fluid at high pressures, due to
the relatively lower volumetric energy densities.
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Case (B) is similar to Case (A), with the addition of a Vapor Compression System (VCS)
to provide a temperature lift and increase the heat rejection to the environment. This can be
particularly beneficial for systems operating at high ambient temperatures above PCM melt
temperature, which would not allow PCM recharge as in Case (A). The introduction of the
VCS also expands the PCM selection trade-space since it widens the temperature range
between recharge and discharge. This may open the possibility of utilizing a PCM with a
melting temperature well below the low temperature threshold of the HEL equipment. In
that case, it may be required to install a HEL bypass during recharge to prevent exposure of
the HEL system to unacceptably low temperatures. Since the use of a VCS introduces
additional components such as a compressor and refrigerant-HX that contribute power and
weight to the overall budget, these must be considered while assessing the complete TMS
performance.
Case (C) is similar to Case (B) where the PCM-HX and Refrigerant-HX of Case (B) are
integrated into a two-stream PCM-Refrigerant-HX to reduce thermal resistance and overall
system weight. The HX integration reduces fittings, fluid piping, and support structure to
reduce weight.
Case (D) represents a system whereby a two-phase coolant directly accepts the HEL heat
within a VCS cycle. In this scenario, the HEL behaves as the evaporator while the Air-HX
and PCM-HX behave as a condenser. As in Case (C), the Air-HX and PCM-HX could be
integrated as a single HX to minimize weight.
Although the TMS designer has multiple architectures to consider, consideration of
specific components and corresponding requirements will often eliminate options and
narrow the available scenarios. The following sections will discuss in greater detail the
major components of the TMS and in particular, PCM-HXs. Figure 3 below may be useful
to visualize the typical arrangement of the components for reference during the discussion.
On the left, a typical PCM-HX arrangement is shown using a thermally conductive foam to
spread the heat into the surrounding PCM along with an elastomer to account for volume
expansion. On the right, a finned structure is used to achieve the same heat transfer effect.
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Figure 3 – Typical arrangement and nomenclature for high rate PCM-HXs using two types of
heat spreaders: (left) high conductivity foam and (right) finned structure.

Working Fluid
The most traditional method of rejecting the heat generated by the laser diodes and
ancillary components is to surface mount these components to a high thermally conductive
substrate. The opposite side of the substrate will generally have fins or passageways in
contact with a circulating working fluid to facilitate heat transfer via convection. The
selection of the working fluid composition is very dependent on application and complete
system design. For example, options may vary from single phase water, water with
freezing inhibitors such as propylene glycol water mixtures, single or two-phase
refrigerants, and even slurries of phase change materials. Consideration of laser diode heat
flux, diode case target temperature, diode case allowed temperature band, pump type,
flowrate, pressure drop, and material compatibility are but a few of the requirements that
may impact working fluid selection.
The laser diode case target temperature, which depending on the laser architecture can
range from 0°C to 70°C, will determine the suitability of working fluid materials, in
particular those who remain liquid and with moderate viscosity at required temperatures
(i.e. Pure water for 0°C conditions would not be suitable.). Other temperatures may play a
role, such as the TMS’s high and low storage and transportation temperatures to name a
few.
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The heat flux and size of the laser target temperature band, which can range from ± 1°C to
± 20°C, will dictate if single phase or two-phase fluids may be desirable. Since single
phase fluids store heat sensibly through temperature changes, a variation in fluid
temperature through the laser system can be expected. Although the TMS designer has
some flexibility in modifying this temperature change through either the architecture of the
heat exchanger i.e. counter flow parallel passageways or increased mass flow rates, it is
evident that there will be restrictions based on weight or pumping limitations for single
phase fluid flow, especially in the case of minimal temperature band. That is, an increase in
mass flow rate is accompanied by increasing pump input power and pressure drop through
components and fluid piping. Although the pressure drop in fluid piping can be
accommodated by increasing the size of the fluid conveyance (which also increases
sensible storage capabilities), this incurs a weight penalty associated with the larger overall
structure.
On the other hand, two-phase fluids store heat latently at relatively constant temperature,
oftentimes at much higher heat flux rates than single phase alternatives with equal pumping
input power requirements. However, two-phase systems may require greater care regarding
two-phase distribution, dry-out prevention, maintaining designed subcooling and
superheat, optimal refrigerant charge, charge management for off-design conditions,
among other engineering challenges not present with single phase systems. An advantage
of two-phase working fluid is the ability to directly couple into a VCS in which the two
phase fluid can be lifted to a higher temperature to aid in heat rejection to the ambient
environment. Indeed, in many airborne applications, the rejection of the heat to the
surroundings during especially hot day ambient considerations can be the TMS’s limiting
factor in terms of weight and size of the radiator. Of course, the additional cost, weight,
complexity, and reliability of the VCS’s ancillary components must be taken into account
to assess the suitability for any given application.
The selection of either positive displacement, radial, or axial pumps for single phase or
screw, scroll, reciprocating, or centrifugal compressors for two-phase working fluids will
impact the typical characteristic pressure head-flow curve and cycle diagram.
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Considerations of flowrate requirements throughout the TMS envelope, long-term
reliability, noise, weight, efficiency, and scalability will all have a role in the selection
process. Viscosity and particle size, as in the case of PCM slurries, will greatly impact
selection of pump.
Lastly, the working fluid must be compatible with the various component materials,
including chemical or galvanic corrosion potential. Uninhibited ethylene glycol water
mixtures can readily provide a conductive path for electrochemical corrosion in systems
with copper- and aluminum-wetted components. In contrast, inhibitors present in the fluid
can behave as sacrificial anodes to prevent material erosion, with the added caveat that
inhibitor concentration decays over time and must be monitored or replenished for long
term operation. Even when all wetted materials are a single type such as copper, aluminum,
or stainless steel, the use of inhibitors are required to minimize scaling or pitting as a result
of contact with chlorides, sulfates, and/or bicarbonates present in the working fluid
(Lytron, 2016).
As it can be seen, selection of the working fluid is not only based on the heat transfer
characteristics, but pumping requirements, material compatibility, and other HEL weapon
parameters must be simultaneously considered.

Phase Change Material
In cases where the temperature band is too small to allow complete energy storage through
sensible heating/cooling, the use of a PCM that stores the heat latently at a relatively
constant temperature may be required. In the event that a PCM is used, the selection
process requires consideration of thermal, mechanical, chemical, environmental, and
manufacturing properties. The following section further illustrates the material’s
interdependence with heat transfer performance, weight and volume, hazard level,
compatibility, and processing.
Thermodynamic properties such as heat of fusion, melt temperature, supercooling, thermal
conductivity, and specific heat capacity all play a role in the heat transfer process. The heat
of fusion establishes a theoretical limit of the system’s gravimetric of volumetric energy
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density. For example, water has a mass-based and volume-based heat of fusion of 334
kJ/kg and 312 MJ/m3, and this represents a maximum possible TES gravimetric and
volumetric energy storage density. In general, the heat spreading mass is proportional to
the required heat rate; therefore, the storage density of the TES device will decrease with
increasing heat rate requirement. In contrast, the relative percentage of peripheral/external
structure is inversely proportional to the TES energy density.
The melt temperature must be selected appropriately below the required HEL temperature
during PCM discharge (melting) and above the ambient temperature during PCM recharge
(solidification). The challenge lies in selecting the PCM temperature at the best location
within this range. Since the heat transfer between the working fluid and the PCM is
directly proportional to the temperature difference between the two components, it can be
readily seen that a lower PCM melt temperature aids heat transfer during the discharge
portion while it hinders heat transfer during the recharge portion. Considering most HEL
scenarios require a high heat rate discharge period with a more conservative cooling rate
recharge period, it is evident that a melt temperature closer to the recharge temperature is
desirable.
Another characteristic to consider is supercooling, a measure of a material’s temperature
difference between the melt and solidification temperature. A liquid crossing its standard
melt point will crystallize in the presence of a seed crystal or nucleus around which a
crystal structure can form, thereby forming a solid. Lacking any such nuclei, the liquid
phase can be maintained until crystal homogeneous nucleation occurs at a freezing
temperature. The difference between these two temperatures is known as supercooling.
This can be important in cases where the melt temperature is close to the recharge
temperature, where the supercooling may cause the freezing temperature to occur below
the desired recharge temperature. In such a case, the PCM will not solidify and will not be
capable of storing the required heat during the next cycle as intended. Hence, in situations
where there is little temperature difference between the HEL discharge and ambient
recharge temperature, a large supercooling can eliminate many PCM candidates.
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In fact, a large area of current research with PCMs is focused in reducing the supercooling
effect of various PCMs (Shamberger, 2015). The general approach is to include additives
in the PCM domain that act as nucleation sites to assist the crystallization process.
However, even when additives are used, they generally do not completely eliminate the
supercooling. Additionally, when selecting a PCM with supercooling, its melt temperature
may need to be closer to the discharge temperature than an alternative PCM without
supercooling, thereby reducing the possible heat transfer at an equivalent thermal
resistance. This then suggests that when considering a PCM with supercooling, it must
have a significantly higher gravimetric energy density than an alternative without
supercooling to counteract the additional heat spreading mass required to lower the thermal
resistance and obtain an equivalent heat transfer. As will be shown later, the requirement to
lower the thermal resistance oftentimes requires adding heat spreading mass, which will
diminish the overall storage density of the TES device.
Thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity also play a role in the heat transfer
process. Given the high heat rates of HEL weapons (on the order of 30 to 300 kW), the
usually low thermal conductivities of PCMs (on the order of 0.1 to 1 W/m/K) prohibits
simple heat conduction without the aid of a heat spreading mechanism. However, the
degree to which the heat spreading feature is used, and ultimately the mass and volume, is
dependent on the thermal conductivity of the PCM. Furthermore, the liquid thermal
conductivity tends to be more relevant to the design of PCM-HXs rather than the solid
thermal conductivity. During PCM melting, a layer of liquid PCM will form at the heat
spreading interface, and it is precisely thermal diffusion through this layer that is relevant
to melt the adjacent solid PCM. The specific heat capacity can provide another benefit in
sensible energy storage, especially in applications with a large temperature range between
recharge and discharge.
Mechanical properties such as density and volume expansion/contraction can impact PCMHX design. The density plays a role in the volumetric energy density of the material, and
indirectly in the gravimetric basis since a larger external structure is required to contain a
lower density PCM. Furthermore, the degree of PCM volume expansion impacts the
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method of PCM containment. In some cases, simply including a void space within the
PCM-HX may be suitable by charging the PCM-HX with PCM at minimum density (i.e.
elevated temperature for most common PCM materials except water) or an unfilled
chamber. In cases with large volume expansion (10% increase/decrease in density between
solid and fluid), an elastomer may be suitable to eliminate PCM migration and ensure
proper contact between the PCM and heat spreading structure. In this case, the elastomer is
arranged such that there is no void space in the PCM domain, and the elastomer contracts
during PCM volume expansion and expands during PCM volume contraction. This is
particularly useful in mobile or airborne cases where PCM-HX orientation and acceleration
may vary dramatically, and it may be desirable to implement a gravity/acceleration
insensitive solution. Of course, the added elastomer contributes additional mass and
increases the overall PCM-HX volume.
Chemical properties will impact PCM stability and material compatibility. Some materials
can be very sensitive to exposure to air and/or humidity (i.e. salt hydrates), and others can
present a corrosion problem (i.e. sodium hydroxide has a severe effect on aluminum and
brass) (Hale, 1971). This can have a very large impact on TMS gravimetric energy density,
since requirement to use a more compatible material such as stainless steel or titanium
results in a heavier structure and lower heat transfer performance. Inability to expose to air
can impact the filling process, requiring a vacuum filling procedure and elimination of void
space.

Heat Spreader
Another important feature of PCM-HXs is the mechanism to transfer heat from the
working fluid to the PCM. In general, given the high heat rates and high working fluid
mass flow rates of HEL weapons, PCM-HXs are designed with many parallel fluid
passageways that result in laminar flow with very large internal surface area (low thermal
resistance). The fluid passageways may be generated either by an extrusion, machined into
a substrate, or folded into shape. As may be expected, thermally conductive, low density,
and chemically compatible materials are desired to maximize thermal performance while
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minimizing weight, where commonly used materials are aluminum, copper, stainless steel,
titanium, and in more exotic applications, graphite.
In a similar way, a heat spreader is required to increase the surface area of the structure in
contact with the PCM to overcome the generally poor thermal conductivity of the PCM
and achieve an acceptable thermal resistance. One method is to implement a similar finned
approach as performed in the fluid passageways through the use of an extrusion, machined
fins, or folded fins to increase the contact area. Since the heat conduction process into the
PCM differs from the heat convection process of the fluid passageways, it can be surmised
that the general shape of the PCM channels will in fact differ from the fluid channels. An
advantage of the latter method includes the possibility of tailoring the fin geometry to
optimize thermal resistance and weight. Additionally, using the same materials for fluid
passageways and PCM heat spreader opens up the possibility of manufacturing methods
such as brazing, diffusion bonding, and welding of like materials. The relative weight and
size of the heat spreading structure in relation to the total PCM-HX weight, and size is
mainly dependent on the maximum heating/cooling rates for a given energy storage. In
general, higher heating/cooling rates will require proportionally higher heat spreading
structure to provide lower thermal resistance and achieve higher heat transfer.
Another PCM heat spreader method is to use a thermally conductive open cell foam (i.e.
aluminum, copper, graphite). The foam can have high porosities (>70 % accessible pores)
with very small pores (< 1 mm) to effectively provide a large heat transfer area at a low
weight (Zhang, 2005). The foams are usually impregnated with liquid PCM in a vacuum
oven and prepared for assembly. Commonly, the PCM impregnated foam is adhered to a
fluid passageway component through the use of a thermally conductive adhesive. In these
cases, careful consideration of contact thermal resistance at the interface and thermal
coefficient of expansion of the materials is critical to the successful design of the PCMHX. In addition, the many ligaments that constitute the foams may be susceptible to
fracture or rupture within a high shock and vibration environment, and evaluation within a
representative application scenario may be required.

Elastomer
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Phase change materials undergo a significant volume expansion/contraction as a result of
temperature dependence and phase change transition. If not properly addressed, this
volume expansion can result in large stresses on the surrounding structure that can
potentially lead to rupture and failure of the PCM-HX. A typical solution is to fill the
PCM-HX with PCM at or below the lowest operating density such that the PCM will never
expand past the original filled volume. In this case, a void region would develop when the
PCM contracts. This solution may be sufficient for ground-based, stationary applications,
but may not be suitable for many airborne and mobile applications that experience
maneuvers that expose the PCM-HX to varying degrees of orientation and accelerations. In
order to make the PCM-HX gravity and acceleration insensitive, an elastomer may be
implemented to both accommodate the volume expansion and maintain the contracted
PCM in the desired location.
The elastomer is usually composed of a closed-cell foam that exhibits large compression
ratio, low compression set, low density, low adsorption, and material compatibility with
the PCM. The elastomer’s purpose is to behave like a spring, allowing the PCM volume
expansion as the elastomer compresses, and subsequently expanding to push the PCM back
into either the foam or finned heat spreading structure during PCM contraction. The
elastomer’s deflection and spring constant, a measure of the force required to achieve a
given deflection, will dictate the pressure and forces placed on the surrounding PCM
enclosure, which in turn will impact the weight of the PCM-HX.

Enclosure
The PCM-HX requires an external structure to contain the fluid passageways, heat
spreading structure, PCM, elastomer, and working fluid. The enclosure will often feature
fluid headers, designed to evenly distribute the working fluid into and out of the fluid
passageways, which can be either fully integrated into the structure or designed to be
removable for the purposes of inspection and maintenance. Likewise, the various fluid and
PCM passageways may be manufactured with a multitude of layers that can be
permanently attached or removable.
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The optimal fabrication method of the enclosure will depend on weight, size, and
maintenance schedule requirements. Permanent attachment, through methods such as
brazing and welding, can result in better thermal performance as a result of minimal
contact resistance of internal heat spreading structure and lowest weight at the expense of
increased manufacturing complexity and decreased accessibility for inspection. On the
other hand, incorporation of external flanges sealing through O-rings or gaskets can
increase modularity and inspection capability at the expense of additional weight and size
of the PCM-HX unit. The relative weight and size contribution of the enclosure to the total
PCM-HX weight and size depends strongly on the total energy storage, maximum
heating/cooling rates, maximum working fluid pressure, and designed elastomer reaction
forces. In general, the relative weight contribution of the enclosure decreases with
increasing total energy storage and heating/cooling rates, while it increases with increasing
working fluid and elastomer pressure.

Literature Review
The use of PCMs for TES devices has been studied over the past half century. Several
reviews of PCMs have illustrated their suitable properties in terms of mass-based and
volume-based heat of fusion, melt temperature, and chemical compatibility (Hale, 1971)
(Abhat, 1983) (Zalba, 2003) (Cabeza, 2011) (Oro, 2012). Studies covering organic
materials such as alkanes, paraffins (Himran, 1994), sugars/alcohols (Kakiuchi, 1998),
ketones, polymers, amines, fatty acids (Rozanna, 2005) (Aydin, 2013) and inorganic
materials such as salt hydrates (Sharma, 2009), molten salts (Kenisarin, 2010), and metals
(Gasanaliev, 2000) have catalogued their suitability for low (< 100°C) and high
temperature applications. Various studies have been performed highlighting the
significance and prevalence of supercooling effects on both organic fatty acids such as
erythritol (Ryu, 1992) and inorganic salt hydrates such as lithium nitrate trihydrate (Ona,
2001; Shamberger, 2012).
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Dutil et al. provides an excellent description of the various mathematical and numerical
methods applicable to phase change phenomena that highlight the suitability of the sink
term approach for modeling the latent heat of fusion (Gil, 2010; Dutil, 2011).
Wang et al. (2008) parametrically evaluates a finned PCM heat sink structure for electronic
tablet’s electronics cooling. Fan et al. (2011) provides a comprehensive overview of
structures used to enhance heat conduction through the PCM including metal fins, metal
foams, and graphite foams. Jankowski et al. (2014) provides a comprehensive review of
design of PCM TES for automotive applications. Patel et al. (2010) discloses typical folded
fin approaches for fluid/PCM passageways in TES for DEWs.
The current work will add to the body of knowledge by defining, demonstrating, and
experimentally validating a set of rapid, yet accurate, design tools for the analysis of PCMHXs as TES devices for applications involving HELs and DEWs.
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Chapter 2
Modeling Approach
The previous chapter highlighted the salient features of HEL TMS and PCM-HXs, along
with the relatively large number of independent variables and interdependence on overall
performance. This chapter will focus on developing a mathematical framework that
translates the described physical processes to a suitable analytical model that allows
quantification of relevant performance values for a PCM-HX. In particular, a steady state
analysis and a transient finite element (FE) model will be developed and exercised to
evaluate the impact and sensitivity of established variables.

Steady State Model
A PCM-HX designer will typically be given a set of performance requirements with the
goal of determining the optimal configuration. Often, the set of requirements may be
incomplete or mutually exclusive, and a parametric study of the PCM-HX that incorporates
all of the relevant physics regarding heat transfer and SWaP impact is useful to assess their
trade-offs. Since the physics of phase change processes are spatial and temporal by nature,
modeling of the process typically requires computationally intensive simulations that
prohibit an exhaustive parametric investigation. Development of a simplified analytical
model that benefits from several key assumptions can enable fast computation of large
variable trade space with minimal time and costs. The following section will examine the
assumptions, advantages and disadvantages of this approach, and the developed steady
state model will be exercised to demonstrate its applicability to PCM-HX design.

Assumptions
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PCM-HXs are often used in transient heat load conditions, and hence a final design must
necessarily account for these effects. Thermophysical properties of the working fluid and
PCM are strong functions of local temperature, and in the case of the latter local liquid
volume fraction, which vary both spatially and temporally. The variation of these
properties will impact local and total heat transfer with respect to position and time.
Furthermore, TMS operation may require working fluid’s temperature and mass flow
variation during operation to maintain specific conditions within the HEL. Nonetheless,
construction of a steady state model can be useful to evaluate trends of certain variables
and establish an initial configuration to examine in a higher fidelity model at a later stage.
In this thesis, a steady state model that assumes that thermophysical properties are constant
during PCM-HX operation has been constructed. A thermal resistive circuit model has
been formulated to describe the heat conduction path from the working fluid to the PCM.
The heat transfer is described through a series of convective or conductive terms that
incorporates the geometric and thermophysical properties.

Governing Equations
The steady state model consists of a summation of thermal resistances that describe each of
the components within the heat conduction path from the working fluid to the PCM, as
shown in Figure 4. The heat rejected by the fluid will be proportional to the difference
between fluid temperature Tfl and PCM melt temperature TPCM, and inversely proportional
to the total thermal resistance ∑R as defined in Equation 2-1 and 2-2. The total thermal
resistance is a summation of the individual thermal resistances including fluid convection
resistance, conduction resistance through a partition layer, and conduction resistance into
the PCM. The fluid convection includes a fin efficiency term ηpcm that accounts for fluid
channel spacing and ratio of finned area to base area, convective coefficient hconv, and
surface area in contact with the fluid Aconv. The partition layer resistance includes the
thickness tpart, thermal conductivity κpart, and conductive cross-sectional area Apart. The
PCM resistance includes a characteristic length spcm, PCM fin efficiency ηpcm, PCM thermal
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conductivity κpcm, and PCM finned area Apcm. In the case of a finned structure, the
characteristic length is taken as half the PCM fin spacing.

Q

T
R

(2-1)

1

 R  hA


conv

t
A


part

s

A PCM

(2-2)

Figure 4 – Thermal resistance circuit of PCM-HX

Neglecting sensible storage of the HEL system and fluid conveyance as a conservative
scenario, the total target energy storage of the PCM-HX is equivalent to the net energy
rejected to the circulating coolant as

EHEL   Qnet dt  QHEL  QRAM   t HEL

(2-3)

where the QHEL, QRAM, and tHEL represent the HEL thermal heat rejection to the coolant, ram
air heat exchanger heat rejection to ambient, and lasing duration, respectively. The required
energy storage of the PCM-HX EPCM-HX can be described in terms of the PCM-HX sensible
capacity EPCM-HX|sens and latent capacity EPCM-HX|lat as

EPCM  HX  EPCM HX

sens

 EPCM  HX

lat

(2-4)
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The sensible energy storage capacity of the PCM-HX can be calculated as a summation in
terms of the mass, specific heat capacity, and temperature difference for each component
of the PCM-HX as

EPCMHX

N

sens

  M i c p i T
i

finalinit

(2-5)

The temperature difference is taken as the temperature difference between the target HEL
inlet temperature THEL inlet and the initial temperature Tinit, which must be equal to or less
than the PCM freeze temperature. The latent energy storage can be calculated in terms of
the PCM mass MPCM and heat of fusion LPCM as

EPCM HX

lat

 M PCM LPCM

(2-6)

Equations (2-3) through (2-6) can be used to ensure all cases meet the minimum energy
storage requirements by rearranging and solving for the PCM mass as

M PCM 

QHEL  QRAM t HEL  M structc pstruct  M structc p fl T

c

p PCM

T  LPCM 

(2-7)

The fluid channel geometry, including fluid channel width wch fl, fluid channel height hch fl,
and quantity of fluid channels Nch fl, is used to calculate a total fluid cross-sectional area Afl,
channel hydraulic diameter Dch, and channel aspect ratio ARch fl as

Afl  Nch fl wch fl hch fl

Dch fl 

4 Ach fl
Pch fl



(2-8)

2wch fl hch fl

w

ch fl

 hch fl 

 wch fl hch fl 

ARch fl  MAX 
,
h

w
 ch fl ch fl 

(2-9)

(2-10)
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The fluid flowrate V̇fl and Afl are used to calculate a fluid channel velocity Ufl as

U fl 

V fl

(2-11)

A fl

The fluid velocity, fluid density ρfl, dynamic viscosity μfl, and hydraulic diameter can be
used to calculate a Reynolds number Rech fl as

Re ch fl 

 flU fl Dch fl
 fl

(2-12)

The convective heat transfer coefficient hconv is defined in terms of Nusselt number Nu,
fluid thermal conductivity kfl, and hydraulic channel diameter as

hconv 

Nu k fl

(2-13)

Dh

The Nusselt number is obtained from Kays and Crawford’s table for fully developed
laminar flow in rectangular channels for constant temperature wall. (Kays, 2005) Several
polynomials were fitted to the data to obtain a piecewise representation of the Nusselt
number as a function of channel aspect ratio from 1 to 20 as shown in the formula and
graph below. The friction factor was obtained in a similar manner.

0.0974 ARch2 fl  0.110 ARch fl  2.757

Nu   0.038 ARch2 fl  0.746 ARch fl  2.064

0.1617 ARch fl  4.3067

1  AR  3
3  AR  8
8  AR  20

(2-14)
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0.247 AR  0.483 AR  4.72 AR  52.52 1  AR  3

f Re   0.35 ARch2 fl  6.45 ARch fl  52.8
3  AR  8

8  AR  20
1.17 ARch fl  72.67
3
ch fl

2
ch fl

(2-15)

Figure 5 – Nusselt number and friction factor fitted polynomial to Kays and Crawford data
(2005)

The fluid pressure drop due to major losses (i.e. friction along the fluid channel
passageways) can then be calculated by

Pfl  f

 flU ch2 fl Lch fl
2 Dch fl

(2-16)

A fluid fin overall efficiency ηfl can be calculated in terms of a single fin efficiency ηfin fl
and fluid fin parameter mfl according to (Incropera, 2007)

 fl  1 

A fin fl
A fl

1   
fin fl

(2-17)

where

and

 fin fl 
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tanh 0.5m fl hch fl 

0.5m

 2h 
m fl   conv 
k t 
 fl fin 

h

fl ch fl



(2-18)

2

(2-19)

Similarly, a PCM fin overall efficiency ηPCM can be calculated in terms of a single fin
efficiency ηfin PCM and fluid fin parameter mPCM according to

 PCM  1 

where

A fin PCM
APCM

1  

 fin PCM 

fin PCM



(2-20)

tanh 0.5mPCM hch PCM 

0.5m

h

PCM ch PCM
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2k PCM


 0.5wch PCM k fint fin 





(2-21)

2

(2-22)

Once each thermal resistance term from (2-2) can be expressed in terms of geometric and
thermophysical properties, the overall thermal resistance can be calculated. In order to
estimate the heat rate of the PCM-HX, the temperature difference between the HEL inlet
temperature and the PCM melt temperature Tm PCM is substituted along with the overall
thermal resistance into (2-1). Once energy storage, heat rate, and pressure drop are known
and satisfy the design criteria, the model can be exercised for a multitude of geometric
variations to determine the optimal configuration.

Modeling Inputs
Inputs to the steady state model include the desired HEL heat rate QHEL and lasing duration
tHEL, to determine a total HEL energy storage requirement EHEL. Thermophysical properties
of each component (fluid, PCM, fluid fin structure, partition, PCM fin structure, and
elastomer) are obtained from the Design Institute for Physical Properties (DIPPR) database
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(DIPPR, 2000). Additional requirements such as fluid flow rate, minimum/maximum HEL
inlet temperature, maximum fluid pressure drop, and system pressure are used to constrain
the design. A range of geometric input variables, including fluid fin spacing, fluid fin
height, PCM fin spacing, PCM fin height, overall length, width, and height dimensions,
and number of fluid/PCM layers, are used to calculate corresponding areas, heat transfer
coefficients, and fin efficiencies to determine the optimal configuration.
In order to demonstrate the design methodology, a representative case study will be
defined and exercised completely to demonstrate the utility of the modeling tool. A system
schematic according to Case A from Figure 2 is chosen due to its simplicity. A HEL
thermal rejection of 30 kW is assumed for a 20 kW optical laser with 40% efficiency, near
the limits of fiber laser technologies. Since the general trend has been in increased HEL
magazine depth, a 10 minutes (600 s) total lasing duration is selected as representative of
future target goals. HEL target temperature and allowable temperature band can vary
significantly dependent on HEL architecture and manufacturer specifications that are
beyond the scope of this work; therefore, a (50 ± 2)°C temperature band was arbitrarily
chosen to represent a state of the art HEL. A minimum recharge temperature of 25°C and
target recharge duration of 20 min (1200 s) (i.e. a 33% duty cycle HEL operation) is
selected to constraint the PCM selection. Eicosane, an alkane with chemical formula
C20H42, is selected as an ideal phase change material candidate due to its high heat of
fusion (226 kJ/kg), suitable melt range (35-37 °C), and minimal supercooling.
The coolant selected is a 40:60 Ethylene Glycol and Water (EGW) mixture by weight due
to its excellent storage temperature range and suitable specific heat capacity and viscosity
in the operating temperature range. Assuming a maximum allowable HEL temperature at
55°C, the HEL flow rate is constrained to 55 gpm to ensure a maximum temperature
increase of 2.5°C from inlet to outlet. The internal fin structure, partitions, and external
enclosure that contains the PCM and coolant are constructed from Aluminum 3003-O since
this material is compatible with both PCM and coolant materials, lends itself well to
brazing processes, and possesses excellent heat transfer and physical characteristics.
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Consistent with NASA goals, a target gravimetric and volumetric energy storage of 150
KJ/kg and 150 MJ/m3 is selected, along with a 2/3 PCM-to-total mass ratio target.
In order to obtain physically possible geometries, restrictions are placed on channel
geometries that are in-line with fin folding and brazing limitations. For example, PCM and
fluid channel width and/or height is restricted to a minimum of .020 inches to ensure
channels are not blocked by brazing flux residue or filler metal. Fin aspect ratio (ratio of
fin height relative to fin spacing) is limited to 10 to ensure fins can be either folded or
machined (Haushalter 2015). Partition and fin thickness of .010 and .003 inches,
respectively, are chosen as the lower limit of reliable fin folding and leak-free brazing.
The trade space of geometric combinations will be restricted to a 2 cubic foot envelope
with a simultaneous variation in overall width, height, and length of the PCM-HX along
with fluid/PCM fin spacing (channel width), fluid/PCM fin height (channel height), and
number of fluid/PCM layers with a total of 344,282,400 combinations. The aforementioned
requirements are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 – Case study requirements
Requirement
HEL Heat Rejection
Lasing Duration
Recharge Duration
HEL Max Temperature
HEL Inlet Max Temperature
HEL Inlet Min Temperature
Min Ambient Temperature
HEL Flowrate
Maximum Pressure
Maximum Pressure Drop
Fluid Coolant (by vol.)
Structure
PCM
Partition Thickness
Fluid/PCM Fin Thickness

Value
30 kW
600 s
1200 s
55°C
52°C
48°C
25°C
55 gpm
50 psig
10 psid
60:40 Ethylene Glycol: Water
Al-3003
Eicosane
.010 in
.003 in
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Requirement
Fluid/PCM Channel Width
Fluid Channel Height
Number of Fluid/PCM Layers
Maximum Size Envelope
Minimum Gravimetric Energy Density

Value
.020 - .15 in
.020 - .060 in
5 – 50
24 in x 24 in x 24 in
150 kJ/kg

Results
The steady state model was executed for the above exemplary conditions. After filtering
results to only those that met the heat rate, energy storage, and pressure drop requirement, a
total of 58,949 cases were successful (See Figure 6). The wet mass refers to the total mass
of the PCM-HX including coolant fluid. These cases were then grouped in terms of
fluid/PCM channel spacing, and plotted with respect to number of layers to obtain the
minimum weight case for each combination, as shown in Figure 7 (3-D) and Figure 8 (2D). Similar 2-D plots can be generated for gravimetric and volumetric energy density as
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. Furthermore, the minimum weight case for
each channel width can be extracted from the data to produce a plot demonstrating the
impact of channel width on total wet weight, thermal resistance, energy storage, and
gravimetric and volumetric energy density. Examination of Figure 11 shows that an
optimal fluid/PCM channel width exists at .010 inches that meets requirements at
minimum weight (110 kg), with a corresponding peak gravimetric and volumetric energy
density at 162 kJ/kg and 163 MJ/m3, respectively. Of note is the sharper gravimetric energy
density peak in comparison to the shallower volumetric energy density plateau,
demonstrating a greater sensitivity with respect to channel width on the former than the
latter.
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Figure 6 – Successful steady state analysis results; 58,949 possible cases out of 344,282,400
combinations.

Figure 7 – Minimum mass surface for channel width and number of layer combinations
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Figure 8 – PCM-HX wet mass vs. number of layers for various fluid/PCM channel width.

Figure 9 – Gravimetric energy density vs number of layers for various channel width
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Figure 10 – Volumetric energy density vs number of layers for various channel width

Figure 11 – Minimum weight case for each channel width
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A plot of thermal resistances (Figure 12) illustrates the relevant contribution of the total
thermal resistance between the fluid and the PCM: the partition thermal resistance is at
least 2 orders of magnitude lower than either the fluid convective resistance or PCM
conduction resistance. The ratio of PCM conduction-to-fluid convective resistance varies
from 1.5 to 10, with peak gravimetric energy storage occurring at a 3.5 ratio. Figure 13 and
Figure 14 show the relative contribution to energy storage and mass of each component in
the system, the minimum total mass case occurring when the PCM occupies the greatest
proportion of the total weight (67.9 %). This result is a direct consequence of the PCM’s
high gravimetric energy density (257 kJ/kg = 226 kJ/kg heat of fusion + 32 kJ/kg sensible
energy storage) in comparison to the coolant fluid (50 kJ/kg) and finned heat spreading
structure (14 kJ/kg) based on solely sensible energy storage. Hence, the higher the
percentage of PCM by mass, the greater the overall gravimetric energy storage.

Figure 12 – Thermal resistance of fluid layer, partitions, and PCM
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Figure 13 – Energy storage distribution among PCM-HX components for each case

Figure 14 – Mass distribution among PCM-HX components for each case
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The optimal geometry, whose attributes are tabulated in Table 2, was selected for transient
analysis.

Table 2 – Optimal case geometric specifications
Specification
Fluid/PCM Channel Width
Fluid Channel Height
PCM Channel Height
Number of Layers
Layer Width
Finned Length

Value
.100 in
.020 in
.811 in
25
11 in
24 in

Transient Model
Although the thermal resistance steady analysis is useful to examine the large trade-space
of variables and eliminate a large set of geometries, a transient model is ultimately
necessary to capture the spatial and temporal processes occurring during phase change. The
following section highlights the development of such a model that attempts to reduce the
modeling to only the most essential elements while capturing the overall heat transfer rates
and energy storage. Assumptions, governing equations, and modeling inputs (following the
above referenced case study requirements from Table 1 and steady state results) and
subsequent results are described in further detail below.

Assumptions
Although the transient analysis incorporates spatial and temporal modeling of temperature
and heat transfer properties, several simplifications are still implemented in order to allow
adequate simulation time (on the order of minutes and hours rather than days). Firstly, the
working fluid domain is not modeled directly by virtue of resolution of the boundary layer,
but rather an empirical approach is utilized to characterize the convective heat transfer toand from- the working fluid and adjacent finned wall. The working fluid is assumed to be
fully-developed laminar flow within rectangular channels with a corresponding Reynolds
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number, Nusselt number, and friction factor. This assumption is justified considering the
hydraulic entrance length for laminar flows is on the order of one-hundred hydraulic
diameters (~100 DH) while the total fluid passageway length may be an order of magnitude
and greater than the entry length.
Liquid PCM convection due to buoyancy within the PCM passageways is neglected
considering the surface tension effects dominate over density gradients as evidenced by
Bond number (ratio of buoyancy to surface tension forces) values on the order of .05 << 1.
Lastly, the fluid and PCM domain considered for discretization is a smaller subset from the
total PCM-HX geometry. The modeled geometry takes advantage of the channel symmetry
and periodicity along the orthogonal directions relative to the fluid flow to reduce the
discretized geometry to a quarter fluid/PCM channel domain. This assumption, which
requires that not only the geometry be symmetric but that the boundary conditions and heat
transfer distribution also be symmetric, holds true for all internal channels except for the
fluid/PCM channel pairs that occur along the perimeter of the PCM-HX’s width and
height. In general, the evaluated PCM-HX geometries usually involve thousands of fluid
channel passageways (the current case study involves a total of 2700 fluid channels), and
less than 10% of the fluid channels are located along the perimeter, while the remaining are
located in the interior with adjacent fluid/PCM channels. Hence, it can be accurately
assumed that the majority of the PCM-HX channels do in fact experience a
symmetric/periodic boundary condition. Furthermore, this assumption can be justified
given the computational benefit to discretize a single fluid/PCM channel domain as
opposed to the full overall PCM-HX domain (i.e. reduction of computational domain to
1/2700th for the current case study). Even with these simplifications, the run times are on
the order of hours for a modest computational system (8x 4.2 GHz multithreaded
processors with 48 Gb RAM) and result in approximately 5 Gb file sizes. Considering
current computing and hard drive storage technologies, it can be seen that direct modeling
of the complete PCM-HX is currently cost- and time-prohibitive and would present a
challenge in data management for multiple runs at those scales.
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Geometry

Although a PCM-HX consists of numerous fluid and PCM passageways, it is
computationally beneficial to take advantage of symmetry. Figure 15 below shows the
typical PCM-HX channel cross-section along with the simplified domain used to model the
quarter-symmetry model. The geometry is discretized with a strictly rectangular mapped
mesh over the xy-faces and swept along the z-axis.

PCM
PCM Fin
Partition
Fluid
Fluid Fin
0.5 hch PCM

y
tpart + tfin
0.5 hch fl

z
x

lfin
0.5 wch

0.5 tfin

Figure 15 – PCM-HX fluid and PCM domain are symmetric and allow simplification to a ¼
channel geometry

Governing Equations
The transient model solves the differential heat equation for the solid and fluid domains

 T

 u  T      kT   Q
 t


C p 

(2-23)
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where ρ, Cp, k, u, T, and Q represent the local density, specific heat capacity, thermal
conductivity, velocity vector, temperature, and volumetric heat source(s)/sink(s),
respectively.

Heat Spreader Structure Domain
Within the heat spreading structure domains, the velocity vector is zero. Thermophysical
properties ρ, Cp, k may be treated as constants or as functions of temperature. The
boundary conditions at the fluid-solid interface is a convective heat flux qʺ

 n  q  q  hconv  Tfl  Tw 

(2-24)

where hconv, Tfl, and Tw represent the convective heat transfer coefficient, fluid centerline
temperature, and solid wall temperature. All other boundary conditions represent either
insulated or symmetric boundaries, and are modeled by virtue of

nq  0

(2-25)

Phase Change Material Domain
The velocity vector is zero everywhere within the PCM domain since no PCM convection
is assumed. A local liquid volume fraction χliq is defined as a function of temperature

 1  T   1
 2  T 

    C2 erfc


 21   2
 2 2 

liq  C1 erfc

(2-26)

where the coefficients C1, μ1, σ1, C2, μ2, σ2, are obtained through least squares regression fit
of the experimentally obtained data. (See Chapter 3 Experimental Approach) The PCM
thermophysical properties ρPCM, CpPCM, and kPCM are modeled as a function of the local
liquid volume fraction as

PCM  sol 1  liq   liq liq

(2-27)

kPCM  ksol 1  liq   kliq liq

(2-28)

CpPCM 
where

sol

1

 PCM
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liq

Cpsol 1  liq   liqCpliqliq
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(2-29)

subscripts represent PCM solid and liquid properties, respectively.

Additionally, in order to capture the latent heat transfer phenomena, a volumetric heat sink
term QPCM is defined as

QPCM   Lliq

liq
t

(2-30)

where L represents the mass-based latent heat of fusion, and ρliq the density of PCM at the
liquidus temperature (end of melt range).

Fluid Domain
Within the fluid domain, the velocity vector is prescribed everywhere as

u  uiˆ  vˆj  wzˆ  0iˆ  0 ˆj  Uzˆ

(2-31)

where U represents the channel flow velocity, calculated by dividing the total flowrate V̇fl
by the total channel flow area Afl. The thermal conductivity of the fluid domain is defined
as an orthotropic property for which values in the transverse direction relative to fluid flow
(i.e. x-direction and y-direction) are modified to be orders of magnitude greater than the
values in the direction of the fluid flow (i.e. z-direction), expressed mathematically as

k  k xiˆ  k y ˆj  k z zˆ  k fl  10 5 iˆ  k fl  10 5 ˆj  k fl zˆ

(2-32)

where kfl represents the thermal conductivity of the fluid as a function of temperature. This
modeling method allows the capture of both bulk fluid flow heat transport and conduction
heat transfer along the fluid flow length, while assuming a perfectly well-mixed
temperature along the fluid channel cross-section. The latter is important since the heat
transfer coefficient formula used in the fluid-solid interface is defined based on the fluid’s
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centerline temperature within an internal channel while the transient FEA model evaluates
equation 1-4 at the fluid cell adjacent to the solid wall.
The convective heat transfer coefficient hconv and pressure drop are defined in terms of
Nusselt number Nu, and friction factor as define above in (2-13), (2-14), (2-15), and (2-16).
Boundary conditions for the fluid domain entail a prescribed inlet temperature as a function
of time Tin(t) and fluid volumetric flow rate as a function of time V̇(t). In general, the inlet
temperature and flowrate may be coupled to the outlet temperature of the PCM-HX’s fluid
domain with additional terms (i.e. laser heat load, pump heat load, thermal resistances,
thermal capacitances, bypass fluid flow, etc.) to model the complete fluid flow circuit
across a closed-loop thermal management system. In the case of an open-loop operation,
the inlet temperature and flowrate may be specified by virtue of a table or formula. Finally,
the fluid-solid interface boundary condition is handled similar to the heat spreader structure
domain with a re-ordering of terms as

 n  q  q  hconv  Tw  Tfl 

(2-33)

Modeling Inputs
The model takes as input the geometric properties from Table 1 and Table 2 and
thermophysical properties of the fluid, heat spreader, and phase change material, with
values representative of 60:40 EGW, Aluminum 3003-O, and eicosane, respectively. The
fluid and solid domains are initialized at 25°C, the minimum recharge temperature. During
discharge, it is assumed that the heat rejection to the environment through the AIR-HX is
equal to the pump heat load with a total net zero heat input to the fluid. This scenario is
likely in future fast-mover airborne platforms for which the recovery temperature at high
flight Mach numbers precludes high heat rejection.
Several laser operation modes are defined to illustrate a typical HEL operation. During
stand-by prior to a lasing event, the coolant fluid (initially at 25°C after a PCM recharge
event), is circulated through the HEL (currently off) at full flowrate while bypassing the
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PCM-HX. During this mode, auxiliary heaters will increase the coolant temperature until it
reaches the minimum HEL inlet temperature (48°C).
Once the HEL inlet temperature is within the allowable temperature band, the HEL will be
activated, and the lasing event will begin while bypassing the PCM-HX. During this time
period, the coolant fluid will store the HEL heat sensibly through an increase in coolant
temperature. The total coolant mass pertaining to the HEL, AIR-HX, pump, and fluid
conveyance is assumed to be twice the total coolant mass present in the PCM-HX.
As the coolant nears the maximum HEL inlet temperature, a controller valve will be
activated to direct fluid flow through the PCM-HX. At this point, maximum heat rejection
can be expected to the PCM-HX given the largest fluid-to-PCM temperature difference.
Since the PCM-HX’s heat storage changes as a function of the PCM melt fraction, control
of the flow rate can offset this variation to maintain a constant heat rejection. The fluid
flow through the PCM-HX is controlled such that the mixed average temperature
downstream of the PCM-HX is maintained constant at the HEL inlet. Since the HEL and
AIR-HX heat rejection are also constant, the PCM-HX inlet temperature, is also
maintained constant. Therefore, a fluid inlet temperature boundary condition is defined by

TPCM  HX inlet  THELinlet 

Q HELQ AIR HX   Const.
m fl c p fl

(2-34)

The PCM-HX massflow condition is controlled by the target mixed temperature Tmixed

m PCM  HX 

m fl TAIR HX outlet  Tmixed 

T

AIR HX outlet

 TPCM  HX outlet 

(2-35)

It should be noted that the maximum mixed temperature downstream of the PCM-HX
should in fact be slightly lower than the maximum HEL inlet temperature since the pump is
located downstream the PCM-HX and would add heat into the fluid stream, thereby
resulting in a temperature increase. For a typical pump with 40% efficiency capable of 55
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gpm at 50 psi pressure head, it may be assumed that up to 2 kW may be added to the
coolant, resulting in a 0.2°C increase in coolant temperature.
Once all geometric, thermophysical properties, initial conditions, and boundary conditions
are specified, the model can be exercised for the target lasing period of 600 s.

Results
Unlike the steady analysis results above, transient modeling allows more detailed
investigation in regards to the time-varying melt front, heat rate, temperatures, and fluid
flow control. Figure 16 below illustrates the spatial and time varying heat rate through the
fluid wall. During the first 100 seconds, the peak heat rate occurs at the entrance of the
PCM-HX heat exchanger (i.e. z/lsys = 0) and diminishes as the fluid travels towards the exit
of the PCM-HX (i.e. z/lsys = 1). As time increases, the peak heat rate moves downstream
the heat exchanger as the heat transfer of the entrance region diminishes. This phenomena
can be explained in conjunction with Figure 17, which details the spatial and time varying
liquid volume fraction. As the hot coolant enters the PCM-HX during the early timeframe,
a high heat load is rejected at the entrance of the HX, resulting in melting of the PCM at
this location. The overall thermal resistance between the fluid and the PCM at the entrance
is low enough for the complete melting of the PCM in this region within 250 s. After the
latent heat in the entrance region is exhausted, this region is not capable of absorbing the
same heat rate as the only mechanism available for heat transfer is sensible storage. Once
the PCM in this entrance region approximates the entering coolant temperature, this region
is essentially deactivated and incapable of heat adsorption. As a result, the entering coolant
no longer cools as much through the entrance region and arrives at the following
downstream region with nearly identical temperature, whereby the peak heat rate is
achieved until the latent heat capacity of the PCM in this region is exhausted. This process
will continue as time progresses and the melt front travels downstream the PCM-HX.
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Figure 16 – Fluid wall heat transfer vs. PCM-HX lengthwise position and time

Figure 17 – Liquid volume fraction vs. PCM-HX lengthwise position and time
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As the PCM progressively melts and increases in temperature, the fluid exit temperature
increases monotonically, as seen in Figure 18. The HEL inlet temperature is maintained
constant at 52°C by controlling the proportion of total mass flow that passes through the
PCM-HX or bypasses the device (see Figure 19) such that the mixed average temperature
does not exceed the maximum allowable inlet temperature. During the first 14 s, no coolant
flows through the PCM-HX while the rest of the system’s sensible energy storage is
utilized through a temperature increase from the minimum HEL inlet temperature (48°C)
to the maximum HEL inlet temperature (52°C). After this time period, a small flow
portion is diverted through the PCM-HX that increases as the PCM heat sensibly until it
reaches the melt temperature range. The mass flow and PCM-HX fluid exit remain
relatively constant during the melting process until approximately 400 s, where the average
liquid volume fraction has reached 60%. In order to maintain a constant heat rate and a
constant HEL inlet temperature, the PCM-HX must be increased non-linearly to account
for the non-linear PCM-HX coolant outlet temperature. Once the outlet temperature
approaches the HEL inlet max temperature, a maximum flow rate through the PCM-HX
would be required to maintain a constant HEL inlet temperature.

Figure 18 – PCM-HX’s fluid inlet, outlet, and perfectly mixed HEL inlet temperature vs. time
on the left ordinate axis. PCM liquid volume fraction on the right ordinate axis.
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Figure 19 – Mass flow control to the PCM-HX during lasing to maintain a constant HEL inlet
temperature

The transient results indicate that this PCM-HX geometry is capable of storing the 30 kW
HEL heat load while maintaining a HEL inlet temperature within the target temperature
band of (50 ± 2)°C in excess of 600 s. Furthermore, this rate and energy storage (20 MJ
including sensible and latent contributions) was achieved with a total PCM-HX wet weight
of 128 kg, yielding a gravimetric and volumetric energy density of 157 kJ/kg and 169
MJ/m3, respectively. Figure 20 displays the overall mass distribution of the PCM-HX, with
a 53% PCM, 35% structure, and 12% coolant weight distribution, just shy of the target 2/3
PCM and 1/3 structure.
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Figure 20 – Final PCM-HX mass distribution
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Chapter 3
Experimental Approach
Prototype Instrumentation
A laboratory-scale PCM-HX was instrumented with the purpose of validating the described
transient modeling techniques. Although fabrication of a PCM-HX geometry
representative of the optimal geometry discussed in the previous chapter is prohibitively
expensive, a similar construction PCM-HX already fabricated for a different project was
available for testing. The following sections will describe the experimental evaluation and
comparison with transient model results.

Experimental Evaluation
Material Characterization
To obtain an accurate measurement of the mass based latent heat of fusion and melt range
for the PCM, a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to melt and solidify a
small sample of eicosane (Alfa Aesar, A13853, CAS 112-95-8). A 3.928 mg sample was
placed in a hermetically-sealed alodine-coated aluminum pan for the experiment, and a
reference pan filled with air was also prepared. The temperature was increased at a
constant 0.25°C/min from 20°C to 50°C and then decreased from 50°C to 20°C at a
constant rate of -0.25°C/min. This particularly slow temperature rate was required in order
to ascertain the true onset and completion of the melting and freezing transition without
smearing. The results, shown in Figure 21, illustrate a melting transition from 35°C to
37°C with 226 J/g, a first freezing transition from 34.27°C to 34.25°C with 156 J/g, and a
second crystallization from 33.26°C to 31.5°C at 68 J/g. A 20 cc/min purge of nitrogen
was used in the sample chamber.
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Figure 21 – Eicosane DSC results

During transient simulation, it is necessary to define a melt/liquid fraction that captures the
percentage of melt PCM as the temperature increases from the onset of melting at the
solidus temperature to the completion of the melting process at the liquidus temperature.
As such, the experimental DSC data can be integrated over time to obtain the heat of fusion
and plotted over the corresponding temperature range. If the results are normalized by
dividing by the total area under heat flow curve over the melting range, then the data can
represent a liquid volume fraction that ranges from 0 (solid PCM) to 1 (liquid PCM) during
the melting. A smoothly varying error function can be fit to this data, as shown in Figure
22, to represent the liquid fraction over time. This fit is ideal because it approaches
smoothly (i.e. first and second derivative are continuous) to 0 and 1 at each temperature
extreme without overshoot, and the use of two terms allows to capture the asymmetry in
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the experimental data, where a fuller profile is observed during the onset of melting prior
to the inflection point relative to the completion of melting.

Figure 22 – Experimental and exponential fit of eicosane liquid fraction

Experimental Facility
To validate the computational tool, an experimental facility was constructed to assess the
performance of a PCM-HX under various configurations. Of particular interest is the
ability of the computational model to predict the coolant/fluid heat rejection during a lasing
event. To this end, an open-loop test stand was constructed (Figure 23) that is capable of
supplying either hot or cold water to the PCM-HX while monitoring PMC-HX inlet
temperature, outlet temperature, and flow rate. Along with temperature dependent specific
heat capacity and density, these three quantities alone allow calculation of the fluid heat
rejected to the PCM-HX through the expression

Q  m c p T  Vc p T1  T2 

(3-1)

The experimental facility utilizes a cold fluid supply obtained from municipal water. Since
this source is connected to the overall building water supply, the water supply can vary in
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temperature from 25°C to 28°C and in flow rate from 3 gpm to 4 gpm. The cold water can
be dispensed directly into an open 55 gal reservoir for PCM solidification/recharge or
through an 18 kW heater (American Heat Manufacturer, Model AHS18D) for PCM
melting/discharge. A 1/2 hp centrifugal pump (WEG, Model 5036ES3EB56C) is used to
pump fluid from the reservoir to the PCM-HX. A variable frequency drive (Automation
Direct, Model GS1-10P5) provides frequency modulation to control and vary the pump
speed and flowrate from 0 to 10 gpm. T-type thermocouples (Omega, Model TMTSS062G-6) installed in the fluid stream at the inlet and exit to the PCM-HX measure the inlet
temperature (T1) and outlet temperature (T2). A flowmeter (Hoffer Flow Controls, Model
LC1/2X5/8-1.7-17-C-1MXB-3-NPT) is installed downstream the PCM-HX to measure the
volumetric flowrate prior to discharging the fluid to ambient.
The test stand allows multiple orientations of the PCM-HX ranging from vertical,
horizontal, and transverse fluid/PCM layers. Results from these tests are presented in the
following section.

Figure 23 – Experimental facility diagram

Experimental Results
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Several experiments were performed and compared to the results from the transient
simulation. For each simulation run, initial PCM-HX temperature, time-varying inlet
coolant temperature, and time-varying flowrate recorded from the corresponding
experiment are used as inputs. Outlet coolant temperature, heat rate, and energy rejected
can be compared between simulation and experiment.
Figure 24 and Figure 25 show temperature and heat transfer results comparison between
experiment and simulation for case I with 4 gpm flow rate, 30°C initial temperature, and
42°C inlet coolant temperature. Figure 26 and Figure 27 show temperature and heat
transfer results comparison between experiment and simulation for case II with 3 gpm flow
rate, 30°C initial temperature, and 42°C inlet coolant temperature. Figure 28 and Figure 29
show temperature and heat transfer results comparison for vertical, horizontal, and
transverse PCM-HX orientations for case III with 2 gpm flow rate, 30°C initial
temperature, and 42.5°C inlet coolant temperature.
Experimental data for outlet temperature is plotted with error bars delineating the
temperature uncertainty at 0.17°C. Likewise, the heat transfer data contains error bars
indicating a 0.18 kW heat rate uncertainty. The energy storage, which is obtained from
trapezoidal integration of the heat flow rate, has a time varying uncertainty since each term
relies on the summation of previous terms, illustrated by the varying length error bars.
The results for Case I show an initial sensible storage period, marked by the large positive
outlet temperature slope, during which the PCM-HX increases in temperature from 30°C to
36°C. At this temperature, the PCM begins absorbing heat latently and reduces the outlet
temperature slope during this process. Once the PCM melts, the fluid outlet temperature
increases at a faster rate once again as the PCM-HX absorbs the fluid heat sensibly. Near
the end of the run, the outlet temperature slope decreases as the outlet fluid temperature
nears the inlet coolant temperature. The simulation results trend similar to the experiments,
with a maximum deviation of 0.61 kW occurring during the post-melt sensible energy
storage period in which the simulation underpredicts the coolant heat transfer. As a result,
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the total energy storage after 600 seconds is underestimated in the simulation at 1.87 MJ, a
3.9% percent difference relative to the experiment’s 1.94 MJ.
The results for Case II show the same general trends as case I. The simulation overpredicts
the heat transfer during the onset of melting (67 s to 290 s) with a maximum deviation of
.46 kW, and underpredicts the heat transfer during the post-melt sensible storage with a
maximum deviation of 0.66 kW. As a result, the total energy storage after 600 seconds is
under estimated in the simulation at 1.87 MJ, a 2.1% percent difference relative to the
experiment’s 1.91 MJ.
The motivation for orientation tests stems from the fact that the PCM undergoes a density
change during operation from 856 kg/m3 in solid phase to 778 kg/m3 in liquid phase at
37°C and 762 kg/m3 at 60°C (filling temperature). Since the PCM expands with increasing
temperature, the PCM-HX must be charged at a temperature higher than operation to
ensure a volume change does not result in internal pressure buildup that could lead to
PCM-HX failure. However, filling the PCM-HX at a lower density results in an empty
void generated within the HX when the PCM contracts to a higher density at a lower
temperature. The existence of this void makes it possible for certain portions of liquid
PCM to migrate from one area of the PCM-HX to another due to gravity or acceleration
effects, potentially resulting in empty PCM passageways and PCM no longer active in the
heat transfer process. To assess the impact on heat transfer performance due to PCM-HX
orientation, a series of experiments were performed sequentially, beginning with three tests
in the vertical orientation, followed by two tests in the horizontal orientation, and two tests
in the transverse orientation. The first PCM discharge/melting test for any given orientation
is discarded because the PCM has been frozen in the previous orientation and is not
indicative of the long term performance. It was not possible to recreate the exact flow rate
during the initial test period for the horizontal and transverse configurations, but in general
the horizontal orientation exhibited nearly identical heat transfer performance relative to
the vertical orientation. In contrast, the transverse orientation demonstrated a heat transfer
decrease throughout the test, resulting in a 3.5% decrease in energy storage.
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Figure 24 – Temperature results: comparison between experiment and simulation. (Tinit =
30°C, Tinlet = 42°C, V̇ = 4 gpm, Vertical orientation)

Figure 25 – Heat transfer results: comparison between experiment and simulation. (Tinit =
30°C, Tinlet = 42°C, V̇ = 4 gpm, Vertical orientation)
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Figure 26 – Temperature results: comparison between experiment and simulation. (Tinit =
30°C, Tinlet = 42°C, V̇ = 3 gpm, Vertical orientation)

Figure 27 – Heat transfer results: comparison between experiment and simulation. (Tinit =
30°C, Tinlet = 42°C, V̇ = 3 gpm, Vertical orientation)
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Figure 28 – Temperature results: comparison between vertical (black), horizontal (dark gray),
and transverse (light gray) orientation. (Tinit = 30°C, Tinlet = 42°C, V̇ = 2 gpm)

Figure 29 – Heat transfer results: comparison between vertical (black), horizontal (dark gray),
and transverse (light gray) orientation. (Tinit = 30°C, Tinlet = 42°C, V̇ = 2 gpm)
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
Discussion
This work provides a description of typical operation, design constraints and requirements
for thermal management systems for high energy laser weapons. In particular, industry
standards and NASA goals were used to establish design metrics for a state of the art phase
change material heat exchanger (PCM-HX) capable of maintaining a 30 kW HEL inlet
temperature at (50 ± 2)°C during a 600 s lasing event while achieving a gravimetric energy
storage above 150 kJ/kg. A case study was selected to demonstrate the efficacy of both an
analytical model and a transient finite element design tool to assist in the rapid design of a
PCM-HX.
The analytical tool, a steady analysis of a thermal resistance network, was used to probe
the overall design space through parametric evaluation of fluid/fin spacing, fin height,
number of layers, and overall HX length, width, and height. The steady analysis allowed
the culling of the data from a total of 344,282,400 combinations to 58,949 configurations
in a matter of hours. Further analysis of the data illustrated an optimal fluid/PCM fin
spacing at 0.1ʺ, corresponding to a thermal resistance ratio PCM-to-fluid fin of 3.6.
Additionally, a transient modeling tool was described and exercised for this optimal
geometry to illustrate the spatially and time-varying heat transfer phenomena. The results
indicate that target gravimetric goals can be exceeded, demonstrating a gravimetric energy
storage of 163 kJ/kg and volumetric energy storage of 169 MJ/m3. The overall mass
breakdown of the PCM-HX was 53% PCM, 35% structure, and 12% coolant weight
distribution, was just shy of the target 2/3 PCM and 1/3 structure.
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Furthermore, an experimental evaluation of a PCM-HX was conducted to validate the
transient modeling tool for other scenarios. Agreement in outlet temperature, heat transfer
and total energy storage over various flow conditions was excellent, with a maximum
discrepancy in heat transfer of 0.66 kW occurring during the sensible heating portions and
a total energy storage difference of 3.9%.
Experiments conducted for various PCM-HX orientations demonstrated little impact to
total energy storage in horizontal or vertical orientation, with a 3.5% decrease in energy
storage for the transverse orientation. This effect can be attributed to the existence of a
PCM header void region that allows the migration of PCM away from the finned
passageways into the PCM header. PCM in this header may or may not participate in the
total energy storage depending on its proximity to nearby fins and other internal structures.
Once this PCM solidifies in an area removed from highly conductive fins, it is not likely
that this PCM will once again melt and return to the PCM finned passageways. As such, it
is possible that with each orientation, an accumulation of PCM into the header decreased
the total participating PCM and decreased the overall heat transfer and energy storage.
These analytical and computational tools will serve future TMS and PCM-HX designers
make more informed decisions by enabling rapid evaluation of large trade space of
variables and detailed analysis of suitable geometries within a timeframe on the order of
hours and days rather than weeks or months.

Future Work
The above work presents an improvement over current design tools mainly in the reduction
of time to solution through careful usage of physics-based simplifications and
implementation of finite element model. However, as is common in most engineering
disciplines, tradeoffs are present that can be improved upon given additional time.
The analytical steady analysis determines suitable overall thermal resistances that allow the
prescribed heat hate to be rejected at a chosen temperature difference between the coolant
fluid and PCM. Since the coolant fluid may vary in temperature between PCM-HX inlet to
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outlet, it is possible to generate an optimal scenario by discretizing the PCM-HX and
allowing several fluid fin/PCM fin densities along the length. As a result, heat spreader
mass will be minimized, thereby resulting in maximum gravimetric energy storage.
The transient model also has several characteristics that can be enhanced for better
agreement with experiments. A resistive-capacitance node(s) model could be implemented
to capture the sensible energy contributions of other TMS components, thereby modeling
bulk fluid transport and time-fluctuating heat transfer that could minimize the required size
of PCM-HX.
Additional experiments could be performed to characterize the PCM-HX longevity over
hundreds of cycles, thereby testing the stability of the PCM. Additional instrumentation of
PCM temperature within the PCM-HX would be useful in validating internal temperature
and liquid fraction distribution. Fluid pressure measurements would help validate major
and minor loss predictions based on internal fluid conveyance tube diameters. Finally,
additional orientation testing that utilizes elastomers to retain the PCM within the finned
passageways and prevents unintended PCM migration into the headers would be useful to
ascertain the ability to render the PCM-HX insensitive to orientation.
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Appendix
Uncertainty and Error Propagation
Experimental validation of the transient modeling scheme required calculation of the fluid
heat transfer as the coolant entered and exited the PCM-HX. The following formulas will
detail the error in measurement of each variable and its overall effect on the calculated heat
transfer. The overall heat transfer formula solved is

Q  m c p T  Vc p T1  T2 

(A-1)

where ρ, V̇, cp, T1, and T2 represent the fluid density, volumetric flow, specific heat
capacity, inlet temperature, and outlet temperature, respectively. Under the assumption that
all variables are independent, the familiar error propagation formula can be written as
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where Ux represents the uncertainty of variable x. The partial derivatives can be expressed
as

Q 
 Vc p T1  T2 
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Substituting Eqns. A-3 through A-7 into A-2, the uncertainty in heat rate UQ can be
expressed as
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The temperature dependent water properties of isobaric heat capacity and density were
calculated from the International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam, whose
report include relative uncertainties below 0.1% for each property (IAPWS, 2014).
The turbine flowmeter manufacturer reports 1% linearity and 1% of reading repeatability
(Hoffer, 2016). In practice, flowrate could be maintained constant within .032 gpm for all
tests. T-type thermocouples were calibrated using an ice and boiling bath, and temperature
readings of T1 and T2 agreed within .1°C. In practice, inlet temperature control could only
be maintained within .17°C given supply temperature variations and heat losses to the
environment.
For a common test condition (ρ = 990 kg/m3, V̇ = 2 gpm = 1.26x10-4 m3/s, cp = 4174
J/kg/K, T1 = 42 °C, and T2 = 37 °C), the heat rejected Q can be calculated according to
Eqn. (A-1) to 2607 W and the uncertainty of heat rate UQ can be calculated through Eqn.
(A-8) as
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The result is a relative uncertainty of heat rate (UQ/Q) of 5.1%.
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